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Please contact us with any questions or quotes

View our TERMS for more info below

Inlays

Filled Holes

Vent Hole Cutting

Nesting

Internal Microphone Install

Custom Bass Drumheads

© Crockett Tubs

Repairs Pricing List

Snare Beds

Installed Reinforcement Rings

Rewraps / Recovering

Paint Refinishing

CROCKETT TUBS
"King of the Percussion Frontier"

USA Custom Drums

Bearing Edges

Hardware Drilling

Stripping Old Finishes

USD only.  Prices subject to change w/o notice.  Shipping & Taxes may apply.

Powder Coating / Plating

effective 01/2011

info@ctdrums.com
http://www.ctdrums.com

Parts Resale

Shell Cutting

Split Shells
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6" $15.00

8" $18.00

10" $20.00

12" $25.00

13" $30.00

14" $35.00

15" $40.00

16" $45.00

18" $50.00

20" $55.00

22" $60.00

24" $65.00

26" $70.00

28" $75.00

Bring your drums to new life with a set of pro cut bearing edges.  Most companies

neglect to spend the extra time to properly cut edges and polish them, or they have

been damaged over the years.  We offer any type of bearing edge profile based upon

your ideal tonal sound.  From a single 45 degree, to a modern dual 45 edge, or even a

 more vintage 30 degree roundover.  Our stock bearing edge is an offset dual 45 edge

 with a slightly rounded apex that has been proven to work for all music styles.  All

shells are guaranteed flat and true.  Our tolerances for creating new edges are so strict

that all shells are first sanded on a perfectly flat granite sanding plate and then

checked using an L.E.D. light for a truly precise flat edge.  Our large custom made

router table has a 1" thick solid 3'x4' granite table top, perfect for accomodating any

size shell.  We also hand seal, polish and wax all edges for proper head tensioning.

Snare drums will require new snare beds.

$30.00 / drum

SNARE BEDS

Any Size Snare Drum

Priced Per Pair

Your playability from your snare drum comes from a properly cut snare bed.  A new 

snare bed will help eliminate that unwanted buzz or increase sensitivity.  We offer 

different profiles to accommodate your drum size and style.  New snare beds must be 

purchased with a new bearing edge to help ensure flatness and correct profile.

BEARING EDGES

Prices are based on shell diameters per pair.

Priced Per Pair
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6" $25.00

8" $25.00

10" $30.00

12" $30.00

13" $32.00

14" $35.00

15" $35.00

16" $37.00

18" $40.00

20" $40.00

22" $42.00

24" $45.00

26" $60.00

28" $70.00

HARDWARE DRILLING

We can custom drill any shell for any type of hardware.  If you are looking to add parts 

to an existing drum or are looking to build your own new drum and are too scared to 

take a power drill to your shell.  We have the experience and knowledge to properly 

layout and drill your drum with no inner shell blowout or misalingment.

Throwoff / Butt Plate $15.00 / drum

Spurs

Re-rings help focus the drum and control some overtones.  They will also slightly 

increase the tonal pitch, yet leave the open body tone of the rest of the shell.  Great for 

drummers who play vintage styles or tune their drums high.  Standard re-rings are 

usually 5ply maple, but can be purchased in 3ply, 5ply, 8ply and 10ply as well.

Contact us for other specific drilling

Priced Per Pair

$20.00 / drum

Tom Brackets $10.00 / drum

INSTALLED REINFORCEMENT RINGS

Floor Tom Brackets (x3ea) $20.00 / drum

Bass Drum Mounts $25.00 / drum

Lugs per 1 Hole Mount $1.50 / ea

Lugs per 2 Hole Mount $2.00 / ea

Added reinforcement rings will require a new bearing edge.

Prices are based on shell diameters.

Offset Lugs $10.00 / drum

Standard 1/2" Air Vent $3.00 / ea
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10" Diameter $25.00

12" Diameter $30.00

13" Diameter $35.00

14" Diameter $40.00

15" Diameter $45.00

16" Diameter $60.00

18" Diameter $75.00

20" Diameter $80.00

22" Diameter $85.00

24" Diameter $90.00

26" Diameter $100.00

28" Diameter $120.00

6"  Diameter $20.00

8"  Diameter $25.00

10" Diameter $30.00

12" Diameter $35.00

13" Diameter $40.00

14" Diameter $50.00

15" Diameter $55.00

16" Diameter $60.00

18" Diameter $75.00

Full Length $35.00

Inlays $30.00

All hardware parts must be removed, or $25/hr will be accrued.

New wrap product costs and stripping old finishes are priced separately.

SNARES

KICK DRUMS

TOMS

HOOPS

Priced Per Pair

We offer all the wraps available from our custom drums to be applied to your old

drums as a rewrap.  Like our new drums, we blend each wrap flush with the bearing

edges with a notched overlap seam, or we can cut each wrap back from the edge just

to the point of the drumheads collar.  This ensures all heads seat properly and the

Rewraps / Recovering

wrap overlaps don't interfere.  We always use professional grade contact cement,

unlike some that use non-permanent double sided tape that is only temporary and

interferes with sound quality.  We will also drill all mounting holes thru the new wrap.
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Powder Coating $100.00 - $125.00 / drum

Before we can add a new wrap, your old wrap finish must be professionally removed.

Some customers would like to do this themselves, but we can professionally and safely

remove old wraps and then sand smooth the bare wood to result in a "newer" shell

 that is flat and ready for a new wrap.  We keep high standards for new wraps as any

STRIPPING OLD FINISHES

Finish Stripping $25.00 / hour

PAINT REFINISHING

Refinishing starts with stripping your old finish and prepping the shell for any new

Prices vary based upon paint scheme and finish work required.

POWDER COATING / PLATING

Prices are based on color and finish type.

paint scheme available.  Many colors, finishes, sparkles, fades and bursts are available

as with our new custom drums.  We use only the highest quality grade paints with a

highly UV resistant clear coat that has great scratch resistance, amazing gloss, and

sleek sheen.  Custom logos and design schemes can also be airbrushed as per request.

Contact us for a quote.

Plating Varies.  Contact Us.

 inconsistency in the bare shell will be amplified under the new wrap.

We work with you to personally design your own ideas.  You may also send us color

samples from any paint store as we can match most colors.

Most hardware can be powder coated to any color scheme.  We start by stripping and

prepping all parts for powder coating and then sand blast the old plating to insure

proper adhesion and an even colored powder coat finish.  Most drum parts can be

powder coated including: lugs, rims, mounts, brackets, some snare strainers, snare

butts, air vents, legs, spurs, etc.  A wide choice of colors and schemes are available all

in high gloss to a flat matte finish, even sparkle and textured.  Full hardware plating is

also available in chrome, black nickel, gold, nickel, brushed, etc.  We must state that

also available in chrome, black nickel, gold, nickel, brushed, etc.  We must state that

there is no powder coating that is more durable than a standard plating, but our

experiences with our powder coat has been well received.
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PARTS RESALE

We can sell any of our drumparts individually for your own use.  Whether it is for a

hard to find part or a small single item that is out of stock elsewhere.  We import all of

our own parts or get them thru OEM service companies, so all of our parts are

Suspension Mounts

Brackets

PARTS RESALE

Lugs

Hoops

competitively priced.  We can help with hard to find parts or if you want to change a

drum over to a completely different hardware color.  Also we have the ability to special

order custom made lugs to fit drums with unique hole patterns may not be readily

Throwoff Strainers

Snare Wires

Drumheads

Floor Tom Legs

Contact Us For More

SHELL CUTTING

We can cut down your old shells to any shell depth based upon your hardware setup. 

 Shell cutting may require new bearing edges or hole drilling.

16" & Under Diameter $10.00 / cut

18" & Over Diameter $20.00 / cut

SPLIT SHELLS

Over the years, shells and reinforcement rings can separate, typically on older drums 

where inadequate glues were used or from atmospheric damage.  We can glue and 

sand back to new condition, and then reseal as per original shell finish.  This leaves an 

unnoticeable waterproof bond.

Prices can vary based upon the severity of the split or gap.

Contact us for a quote.

available.  This is a key feature for broken lugs on outdated or discountinued drums.
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1/4" Cut $10.00

1/2" Cut $10.00

3/4" Cut $15.00

Small Holes $3.00 / ea

Larger Holes $8.00 / ea

INLAYS

Inlays are priced as cutting only; any wrap, veneer, etc. would be priced additionally.  

We can inlay any drum hoop or shell of any size.  Our custom jigs are built with stict 

tolerances to cut any where on any drum.

Installations & product costs quoted individually.

Any Size Possible

FILLED HOLES

Most holes can be filled with actual wood or epoxy.  This is typical when changing 

hardware or uninstalling some parts from the original drum when rewrapping a 

drumkit.  We use corresponding horizontal wood grain plugs, but some can be 

noticeable from up close.

  Prices may vary based upon hole size and application.

VENT HOLE CUTTING

Vents allow for more sensitivity to the snare drums, while adding volume and higher 

end crack.  This will decrease the body and resonance of the snare at the same time. 

 Recommended for high volume or a more pronounced "crack" sound.  Vent sizes vary, 

but our most popular sizes are 1", 1.5", and 2" diameters and are polished and sealed.

Large 2" Vents $25.00 / ea

Priced Individually Per Cut

Standard 1/2" Air Vent $3.00 / ea

Large 1" vents $20.00 /ea

Large 1.5" Vents $22.00 / ea

Other sizes available.
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NESTING

Nesting comprises of cutting shells in half with installed latches so that smaller drums 

can be fitted inside either for easy transport.  This service includes cutting shells flat 

and true, an installed center reinforcement support ring, and 3 bracket clasps per 

drum.  Minimum 3" diameter clearance per drum for proper nesting required.

14" & Under Diameter $45.00 / drum

15" & Over Diameter $55.00 / drum

INTERNAL MICROPHONES INSTALL

Microphone and Mount sold separeately.  Drilling only.

Microphone Mount Drilling $25 / drum

Mic systems available.  Contact us for Pricing.

CUSTOM BASS DRUMHEADS

Provided artwork must be 300 dpi Vector files.

Additional design charges may apply.

Looking to customize your front logo bassdrum head?  We can work with you to create

your logo or design.  We offer 2 types of pricing and design.  Custom 1 includes any

single color logo within a "stencil" style design that we do in house.  Custom 2 gives

you infinite options and colors, and can utilize any computer uploaded image.  We also

Custom Logo 1 color $30-50  w/o drumhead

Custom Full Art Installed $125.00 w/ drumhead

Mic Hole Cut $5.00 any size

Holz Reinforcement Ring

We can drill and install any internal microphone for any type of drum.  This includes

mounting the microphone in the precise position on the shell for maximum mic clarity

and installing an XLR jack directly to the shell.  There will be no exposed or extra holes

drilled.  Non-drilled mic mounts can be placed utilizing pre-existing hardware screws

$20.00 installed

and the XLR jack thru the pre-existing air vent.

offer Holz reinforcement rings and microphone hole cutting.
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TERMS

The aforementioned prices above are guideline pricing only.

Prices may vary or are subject to change at any time.  USD only.

Please email us for a quote and invoice before shipping any items to us.  

Any hourly rate service has a 1 hour minimum charge.  Any labor charged will be 

estimated upon our initial evaluation and quoted to you prior to any work can begin.  

Final charges will not exceed maximum without approval.

15% upcharge for acrylic shell work as extra care must be taken for handling and 

polishing.  Other non-ply shells may accrue additional service fees, such as metal 

shells, staves, solid shells, etc.

50% deposit required before any work can begin or parts can be ordered.  Remaining 

balance due before your items will be return shipped.

Return shipping or delivery charges may apply.

Please insure all items of their value when shipped to Crockett Tubs and pack well.  This 

includes nesting all drums inside either other when applicable, use soft packing 

materials with at least 2" thick padding between the item and the box.  Read all 

shipping carrier's guidelines.

Crockett Tubs will ship your drums fully insured and well packed.

Any shipping damage is sole responsibility of the carrier.

When shipping to Crockett Tubs please remove all hardware or a $25/hr fee will accrue 

for us to disassemble and reassemble the hardware.

Any unwanted holes that you would not like us to drill thru your new wrap should be 

masked off with tape before shipping and clearly label.

Any specific placement of parts, snare beds, bearing edge profile, or drilling 

instructions, etc. must be sent and confirmed ahead of build.

© Crockett Tubs - Repairs Pricing List

All customer owned hardware parts must be supplied for proper installation.

3644 Otterbrook Loop; Discovery Bay, CA 94505

(925) 408-8484                   info@ctdrums.com

http://www.CTdrums.com


